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Abstract—The ASETA project (acronym for Adaptive Surveying and Early treatment of crops with a Team of Autonomous vehicles) is a multi-disciplinary project combining cooperating airborne and ground-based vehicles with advanced sensors and automated analysis to implement a smart treatment of weeds in agricultural fields. The purpose is to control and reduce the amount of herbicides, consumed energy and vehicle emissions in the weed detection and treatment process, thus reducing the environmental impact. The project addresses this issue through a closed loop cooperation among a team of unmanned aircraft system (UAS) and unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) with advanced vision sensors for 3D and multispectral imaging. This paper presents the scientific and technological challenges in the project, which include multivehicle estimation and guidance, heterogeneous multi-agent systems, task generation and allocation, remote sensing and 3D computer vision.

Index Terms—multivehicle cooperation, multispectral imaging, precision farming, 3D computer vision.

I. INTRODUCTION

Weeds have always remained a major concern to farmers because they compete with crops for sunlight, water and nutrients. If not controlled, they can cause a potential loss to the monetary production value exceeding a global average of 34% [1].

Classical methods for weed removal are manual or mechanical which are time consuming and expensive. Over the last few decades, herbicide application has been a dominant practice. Indiscriminate use of chemicals, on the other hand, is also detrimental to both environment and the crop itself.

Reduction in the use of pesticides in farming to an economically and ecologically acceptable level is one of the major challenges of not just developed countries but also the developing countries of the world. Introducing an upper threshold to the amount of pesticides used does not necessarily serve the purpose. It must be accompanied with the knowledge of when and where to apply them. This is known as Site-Specific Weed Management (SSWM). For SSWM, the concept of precision farming scales down to field spots or patches [2] or even to plant scale [3]. This requires real-time intelligence on crop parameters which significantly increases the complexity of modern production systems and therefore imply the use of automation through information technologies, smart sensors and decision support systems.

Over the last five decades, the concept of agricultural automation has evolved from mechanization of manual labor into intelligent sensor based fully autonomous precision farming systems. It started with automation of ground vehicles [4] and over time, air vehicles also found their way in. Furthermore, advanced perception technologies such as machine vision have become an important part of agricultural automation and 2D/3D image analysis and multispectral imaging have been very well researched in agriculture.

Today, with advanced sensor technologies and both air and ground, manned and unmanned vehicles available in the market, each one with its own pros and cons, the choice has become broad. The technology is at par with most of the industrial demands but the need is of an optimal subset of technical attributes since the practice, particularly in agriculture, has usually been limited to the use of one type of vehicle with a limited sensor suite. The drawback of this scheme is that one type of vehicle is unable to satisfy all operational requirements. For example an unmanned aircraft (UA) to detect and apply spray to the aquatic weeds compromises on spray volume, precision and duration of flight due to weight-size constraints [5], while a ground vehicle alone can significantly slow down the operation along with producing substantial soil impact [6], not to mention the problem of emissions.

These constraints imply the use of a team of both air and ground vehicles for a holistic solution. Unmanned (ground) vehicles being considerably smaller in size than manned vehicles have lesser soil impact and fuel consumption (thus have reduced emissions) and may also be battery operated. Therefore, for economy of time and energy and for higher precision, a network of unmanned air and ground vehicles is inevitable and is destined to outperform conventional systems. Research has also been conducted in cooperative unmanned mixed robotic systems both for civil and military purposes, for example, [7] proposes hierarchical framework for a mixed team of UAS and UGV for wildfire fighting and GRASP laboratory [8] used such systems in urban environments as a part of MARS2020 project. But apparently, no such strategy has been adopted in agriculture. To the best of authors’ knowledge, ASETA is the first project of its kind to use a team of both UAS and UGV in agriculture which has opened a new chapter in precision farming and researchers especially in the European Union are taking increased interest in such approaches (for example, RHEA project [9]).

This paper describes the scope of ASETA’s scientific research, its heterogeneous robotic fleet and sensor suite for SSWM. The paper is organized as follows: the project is described in section II, followed by equipment summary in...
section III. Main research areas of this project in the context of the related work are presented in section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. ASETA

ASETA (Adaptive Surveying and Early treatment of crops with a Team of Autonomous vehicles) is funded through a grant of 2 million EUR by the Danish Council of Strategic Research. It aims at developing new methods for automating the process of acquiring and using information about weed infestation for an early and targeted treatment. The project is based on the following four hypotheses:

1. Localized detection and treatment for weeds will significantly decrease the need for herbicides and fuel and thereby reduce environmental impact.
2. Such early detection can be accomplished by multi-scale sensing of the crop fields by having UAS surveying the field and then performing closer inspection of detected anomalies.
3. A team of UAS and UGV can be guided to make close-to-crop measurements and to apply targeted treatment on infested areas.
4. A team of relatively few vehicles can be made to perform high level tasks through close cooperation and thereby achieve what no one vehicle can accomplish alone.

The strategy adopted in ASETA (Fig. 1) is to survey crop fields using UAS in order to obtain and localize hotspots (infested areas) through multispectral imaging followed by cooperative team action among a team of air and ground vehicles for a closer 3D visual inspection, leading to the treatment. Survey may be iterated depending on the team size and field dimensions.

Obviously, ASETA’s industrial gains come at the cost of certain technical and scientific challenges. A heterogeneous team of several unmanned vehicles is chosen to distribute heavy payloads on ground vehicles (sensing, perception and treatment) and relatively lighter payload (sensing and perception only) on the air vehicles which potentially is a well balanced approach but puts high demands on team cooperation and task management keeping in view the constraints of each team member. A further complexity to the proposed system arises from the fact that although computer vision is very popular and successful in plant inspection, however, changing weather and sunlight conditions has so far limited in-field agricultural vision systems [10]. These challenges must be addressed in order to produce an optimal combination of more than one type of unmanned vehicles to outperform the conventional systems in the scope. Therefore, in order to achieve its goals, ASETA will carry forward scientific research in four directions, namely, multispectral imaging, 3D computer vision, task management and multivehicle cooperation.

The project started in January 2010. Major research work will be carried out from 2011 to 2013. Scientific research is being conducted by four post graduates and several faculty staff involved at two Danish universities, University of Copenhagen and Aalborg University. This collaborative work is a mixture of theory, simulations, and actual fields tests. The latter is done in cooperation with the university farms at University of Copenhagen, which will maintain a field of sugar beets throughout the growth seasons in 2011 to 2014. Since sugar beet is the crop-of-choice for the demonstrative part, Nordic Beet Research is also involved in the project.

III. EQUIPMENT

Some of the specialized equipment used in this project is described below:

A. Robotic Platforms

ASETA has three unmanned mobile robots available for the project. They are briefly described below:

1) UAS: The UAS is comprised of two rotary wing aircraft. The first UA is a modified Vario XLC helicopter with a JetCat SPTH-5 turbine engine (Fig. 2). The helicopter weighs 26 kg when fully equipped for autonomous flight and can fly for 30 minutes with 6 kg of fuel and 7 kg of payload. For autonomous flight, a NAV440 Inertial Navigation System (INS) from Crossbow is used together with altitude sonar. Onboard computer is a Mini-ITX with dual-core 1.6 GHz Intel Atom processor and runs a Debian Linux operating system. The flight time in this configuration is approximately 30 minutes.

The second UA is a modified Maxi Joker-3 helicopter from MiniCopter. It is electrically powered and weighs 11 kg when equipped for autonomous flight (Fig. 2). The helicopter can fly for 15 minutes with a payload of 3 kg. It has a Xsens MTiG INS and sonar altimeters for autonomous flight and Nano-ITX size 1.3 GHz Intel Atom processor and runs a Debian Linux operating system. The flight time in this configuration is approximately 30 minutes.

Each UA can be configured to carry the multispectral camera (see Section III-B) or a color camera. The sensors are mounted in a modified OTUS L205 gimbal from DST Control. The low level guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) system for the UAS is the baseline GNC software from Aalborg University’s UAV lab\(^1\). It features gain scheduled optimal controller, unscented Kalman filter for navigation and an advanced trajectory generator.

\(^1\)www.uavlab.org
2) UGV: The ground vehicle is a robuROC-4 from Robosoft (Fig. 2). Running on electric power this vehicle is designed for in-field use and will carry the TOF (see Section III-B) and color cameras for close-to-crop inspection. The total weight is 140 kg (without vision system) and it is controlled by a standard laptop residing under the top lid running the cross-platform robot device interface Player/Stage. This vehicle is equipped with RTK GPS to allow it to traverse the crop rows with sufficient accuracy.

B. Vision Systems

As described in section II, two different imaging systems will be used: one for remote sensing and another for the ground based close-to-crop imaging. For remote sensing, a multispectral camera will be employed and for ground based imaging a fusion of Time-of-Flight and color images will be explored.

1) Multispectral Camera: The multispectral camera used in the project is a Mini MCA from Tetracam\(^2\) (Fig. 3). This specific sensor weighs 695 g and consists of six digital cameras arranged in an array. Each of the cameras is equipped with a 1.3 megapixel CMOS sensor with individual band pass filters. The spectrometer filters used in this project are 488, 550, 610, 675, 780 and 940 nm (bandwidths of 10 nm). The camera is controlled from the on-board computer through an RS232 connection and images are retrieved through a USB interface. Video output is also possible using the output video signal in the control connector.

2) Time-of-Flight Camera: A time-of-flight (TOF) camera system has the advantage that depth information in a complete scene is captured with a single shot, thus taking care of correspondence problem of stereo matching. In this project, Mesa Imaging’s SwissRange\(^4\) SR4000 \(^3\) USB camera will be used which is an industrial grade TOF camera allowing high quality measurements in demanding environments. It operates in the Near-InfraRed (NIR) band (illumination wavelength 850 nm) hence a stable measurement accuracy and repeatability can be achieved even under variations in object reflectivity and color characteristics. SR4000 can deliver a maximum frame rate of 50 frames/sec. As usually is the case with TOF cameras, the resolution is fairly low (176 x 144 pixels) which will be augmented by fusion with high resolution color images.

IV. RESEARCH AREAS

The main scientific contributions will be generated by four research positions associated with the ASETA loop (Fig. 1). Two PhD studies in analysis and interpretation of images detection and treatment of weeds and one PhD study and one Post Doc in task allocation and vehicle cooperation. They are briefly described below in the context of the state-of-the-art.

A. Multispectral Aerial Imaging for Weed Detection

As already discussed in section I, SSWM involves spraying weed patches according to weed species and densities in order to minimize herbicide use. However, a common approach in SSWM is weed mapping in crops which is still one of the major challenges. Remote sensing supplemented by targeted ground-based measurements have been widely used for mapping soil and crop conditions \([11, 12]\). Multispectral imaging at low and high spatial resolution (such as satellite and airborne) provide data for field survey and weed patch allocation but depending on the system used, it varies in accuracy \([13]\).

A higher level of spectral difference between plant and soil makes their separation relatively easy in a multispectral image.

2\(^{\text{www.tetracam.com}}\)

3\(^{\text{www.mesa-imaging.ch}}\)
But the spectral ambiguity among plant species makes plant classification a difficult task. Thus, the spatial resolution of the sensor becomes an essential criterion for a reliable vegetation discrimination in order to detect the spectral reflectance in least altered form to avoid spectral mixing at pixel level [14]. Therefore, the major requirements for robust aerial remote sensing for weed identification are a high spectral resolution with narrow spectral bands and the highest possible spatial resolution (normally limited by sensor technology) [15].

The high usability of multispectral satellite imagery from QuickBird (2.4 to 2.8 meter spatial resolution) in a sugar beet field for Cirsium arvense L. hotspot detection for a site-specific weed control having spot diameters higher than 0.7 m was demonstrated by [16]. The relatively low spatial resolution along with the inability to image ground during cloudy conditions make such systems less suitable for analyzing in-field spatial variability. On the other hand, high resolution images (up to 0.707 mm/pixel) were acquired in a rice crop for yield estimation using a UA flying at 20 m [12].

Keeping this fact in view, in this project, the choice of camera equipped unmanned helicopters is made because they can be guided at lower altitudes above the crop canopy in contrast to the satellite and manned airborne systems, increasing image resolution and reducing atmospheric effects on thermal images [17, 18]. Images obtained from low altitudes will support accurate decision making for precision weed and pest management of arable, tree and row crops.

The goal of aerial imaging in ASETA is to explore the potential of multispectral imaging involving multistage sampling for target detection meanwhile employing spatial sampling techniques (stereology) for real-time density estimation. Stereology will be used for target sampling at various scales, using information from lower resolution images (high altitude-helicopter) to plant measurements at higher resolutions (low altitude-helicopter) to maximize information from sparse samples in real-time while obeying rules of probability sampling [19]. The maps of the field provide the basis for optimal designs of sampling locations over several spatial scales using variance reduction techniques [19].

B. 3D Computer Vision for Weed Resolution

Multispectral aerial imaging will be able to detect hotspot locations and volumes, but on a macro level. It cannot resolve individual plants at intra-row level. A ground based imaging system will thus be employed for close-to-crop inspection in this project.

In agricultural automation, the expected outputs of a weed detection system are weed plant detection, classification and stem center localization. Ground based imaging is not new but research has mainly focused on weeds at very early growth stages. There are two main reasons for this; an early detection will lead to an early treatment and the fact that plant imaging and recognition is one of the most demanding tests of computer vision due to complicated plant structures and the occlusion of crop and weed plants at later stages of growth prevents the proper visual separation of individual plants. While some efforts have shown promise under conditioned environments such as green houses, lack of robust resolution of occlusions remains a major challenge for in-field systems [20]. By utilizing 3D visual information it becomes possible to detect occlusions and make a better visual separation. Keeping this fact in view, the major objective in this project in ground based imaging is to utilize 3D computer vision techniques in weed detection.

There has been a significant amount of research work done towards 3D analysis of plants as well, but again this has mainly been aimed at navigation in the field, in estimating overall canopy properties through stereovision or creating very detailed models of plants [10]. 3D modeling is computationally expensive and is potentially hampered by thin structures, surface discontinuities and lack of distinct object points such as corners ending up in the correspondence problem [21]. These limitations pose a major challenge for in-field real-time 3D analysis of plants.

In order to address these problems, active sensing system based on Time-of-Flight (TOF) technology will be used which has been very scantily tested in agricultural applications mainly due to a very high sensor cost. TOF has a drawback of low resolution and sensitivity to ambient light, but these problems have been recently addressed and having TOF depth map fused with high resolution color image has shown very encouraging results especially with parallelized computations which significantly reduces the runtime [22]. The idea, therefore, is to use TOF data integrated with high resolution color images to perform in-field plant analysis. TOF technology has only recently found its way towards industrial applications and in agricultural automation its utility assessment is quite fresh [23, 24, 25].

While 3D analysis is required for resolving occlusions and localization of plant body, discrimination of weeds from crops is still another challenge. Pattern and Object Recognition techniques have been widely used in weed discrimination [26]. But most of the techniques use color or size of the leaves (Leaf Area Index-LAI) as prime feature. The size of the leaves or the exposed area of the leaves vary due to orientation, growth stage and weather conditions. Furthermore, variations in the soil conditions and the amount of sunlight can result in color variations. Instead, vision systems based on shape are less sensitive to variation in target object color [10]. In this project, a shape based approach in distinguishing sugar beet crop plants from weeds will be used, for example [27].

In general, ASETA will contribute a new approach in weed identification by combining TOF technology with pattern recognition techniques bringing the lab research to the field.

C. Task Management

The idea of Future Farms is that the farm manager should be able to–more or less–just press a button, and then leave it until the process is finished. This demands that the system is capable of identifying the subtasks contained in this high-level command and ensure their execution. These two processes are commonly known as Task Decomposition and Task Allocation.

The task decomposition process is going to break down the overall task to small manageable chunks, that the individual
members (robots) of the system are able to execute. The decomposition depends on the combined set of capabilities of the members. For example, if a member has the capability to take very high resolution images, the initial images might be taken from high altitude and only a few overview images may be sufficient for mapping the entire field. Whereas, if only low resolution cameras are available, several overview images may be required.

When the overall task has been decomposed into suitable subtasks, they must be distributed to each of the members in the system. This is known as Task Allocation. Several different approaches to this have been investigated. Two broad categories can be identified as centralized and distributed allocation. The centralized approach is essentially a matter of solving a multiple travelling salesman problem (m-TSP). The distributed approach will divide the task of solving the TSP between each member. In this case the members must communicate with each other to make sure that two members are not planning to visit the same point (see section IV-D).

The TSP solution has historically received a great deal of attention and has shown to be \( \mathcal{NP} \)-hard [28], thus simple brute-force algorithms will not be practically usable in the system. The Lin-Kernighan heuristic [29] of 1971 is still one of the most preferred algorithms for solving TSPs, and maintains the world record of solving the largest TSP [30]. A strategy to solve the TSP with timing constraints (TCTSP) is devised in [31]. Helicopters conducting a closer examination of the weed infestations in the ASETA scheme will experience a TCTSP as the high altitude images will be taken over time and thus the close-up tasks are time constrained. Walshaw proposed a multi-level approach for solving the TSP [32]. This is relevant as the high altitude-helicopter process coarsens the TSP for the low-level TSP free of charge.

The decentralized approach relies on the members to distribute the tasks among themselves, without intervention of a governing system. The MURDOCH allocation system uses an auctioning approach where each robot bids on the different tasks depending on their own perceived fitness for the task at hand [33]. The fitness assessment of the ALLIANCE architecture [34] is based on an impatience behavioral pattern. These approaches will not guarantee the optimal solution, but provide some robustness that might be missing in the centralized approach.

The aim of the ASETA task management is to utilize existing TSP solving methods such as Lin-Kernighan or Walshaw approach and adapt them to the situation at hand, with the members gradually revealing more and more information as they move closer to the crops, from the high altitude- over to the low altitude-helicopter down to the ground vehicle.

D. Multivehicle Cooperation

The close cooperation among team members (robots) is an important part of ASETA in order to ensure a safe and efficient execution of the tasks provided by the Task Management. The cooperation layer will determine which robot will tackle which task and to some extent in what order. In a situation where a team of heterogeneous robots must cooperate in order to complete a task in an open-ended environment, it is crucial that each member has a clear understanding of its own as well as the other members’ capabilities because they are not equally qualified to handle a given task. In this project, The helicopters are equipped with several different types of sensors including cameras (as described in section III) well suited for observation only and the ground vehicle has an altogether different sensor suite and is meant for closer inspection and treatment. This information is to be used by every member to decide which part of the overall task it should handle and how to do it.

To ensure a timely and efficient execution of the tasks it is equally important for a robot to know what its team members are doing – i.e. their behavior – and thereby ensuring that two members do not unnecessarily work on the same subtask. However, it is not always trivial to acquire such knowledge. The distances involved in field operations can potentially become very large and thus can only allow limited communication. Furthermore, when reducing necessary communication among members, backwards compatibility is made easier and this is preferable in a industrial product. Therefore, the members must be able to deduce this knowledge from very limited information such as the state (position, orientation, and velocity) of the other members. This will put lesser constraints on the robots that are allowed to participate in the cooperation.

In fact even robots without any cooperative capabilities can be a part of the system, as long as they can share their state with the rest of the team.

Current research in cooperative control of multivehicle systems focuses mainly on the control element such as formation control or distributed optimization. A comprehensive review of recent research in cooperative control can be found in [35]. Only few projects have taken the limited communication between robots into account (for example: [36] or [37]).

In this project, the actual cooperation layer is created as a decentralized two-level approach:

1) Level 1: Acquiring team behavioral information: The challenges of this level are seen primarily as a model based estimation problem which will be solved using particle filtering. This is done through the formulation of a behavioral modeling framework which in turn describes the different possible behaviors of the members. When used in a particle filter, it is capable of determining the maximum likelihood hypothesis, i.e. best fitting behavior of the observed team members.

2) Level 2: Task execution: Each member is assumed to be containing a low level navigation and control system as well as simple trajectory planning. As a high level control, a receding horizon is used in the form of a decentralized Model Predictive Controller (MPC). The MPC on each member will attempt to find an optimal behavioral action to take, given information about the current behavior of the rest of the team.

In short, the ASETA cooperation scheme will use particle filtering and model predictive control to implement cooperation between loosely coupled robots.
ASETA will not only produce high quality research in multispectral imaging, computer vision and multivehicle systems, but it also aims at developing an actual demonstrator. Working within the price range of other farming machinery and the use of off-the-shelf hardware throughout enhances the likelihood of tools developed in this project being adopted by the industry. The long term objective of ASETA is a commercially available autonomous multi-scale surveying system for site specific weed management to reduce the cost and environmental impact of farming chemicals, fuel consumption and emissions. It therefore holds the potential for significant impact on the future of precision farming worldwide.

Given the rising levels of atmospheric CO₂ and temperatures under climate change, weed species are expected to show a higher growth pattern than crops due to their greater genetic diversity [38]. On the other hand, governments mandate considerable reductions on the use of pesticides. This fact has added more importance and promise to such projects.

Although dealing with a system of heterogeneous vehicles increases the complexity of the system, however, it also serves as a flexibility on the user end in the choice of vehicles and sensors from a wide range, producing a more customized solution to the application at hand. ASETA, therefore, has future beyond agriculture towards several other applications such as fire fighting, search & rescue and geological surveying, in the long run.
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